100% global satellite
communication
Internet and voice

The Iridium Pilot broadband service offers
flexible and highly reliable data services at
a reasonable price. You may choose from a
variety of data and voice rates that can be
combined in a number of ways according to
your needs.

As a packet exchange service, the Iridium Pilot lowers
your maritime communication costs compared to
circuit exchange services. It also a wide variety of
personalised voice and data plans according to your
needs and budget, because if you don’t use a service,
you shouldn’t have to pay for it.

Key benefits of the Iridium Pilot
»» Voice security, e-mail communication and ADSL Internet access
anywhere in the world
»» Simultaneous use of the three voice lines and the data line
»» Global services programme
»» Easy to install

Communication savings
»» Prepaid solutions for crews
»» Personalised voice and data plans
»» Monthly plans
»» Balance alerts
»» Restricted access to calls through the use of a PIN
»» E-mail without monthly fees or licence/domain charges. Users
pay for what they consume

Works in the most extreme conditions
The Iridium broadband service is not affected by
extreme weather conditions. Many customers with
critical mission communication requirements use
Iridium as their platform back-up.
High quality communications
The Iridium satellite system is the only global provider
of mobile satellite phone services that provides complete
worldwide coverage.
»» Confidential and secure high-quality communication
»» Professional and high-quality voice equipment
»» International phone access to land and through e-mail
»» Spam-free e-mail (no junk mail)
»» Communication with vessels of all sizes and nationalities
»» Ability to receive and send information via email

True global coverage
»» Global coverage
»» Maintenance-free
»» No moving parts in antenna
»» Iridium satellite system

Comprehensive communication system
To offer users a complete service, we have developed a
comprehensive communication system that includes
a series of products.
»» Prepaid cards for satellite calls
»» Buzzer
»» Siren for outdoor areas
»» Loudspeakers for rooms
»» The siren and loudspeaker system may be configured according to
the needs of each user

Robust, user-oriented design
It is manufactured using robust materials that are
suitable for the marine environment in order to
guarantee its durability. A product designed to be
installed quickly and easily.
»» It features a buzzer and/or sirens so incoming call notifications may
be heard throughout the ship
»» Complete e-mail management through an intuitive and easy-to-use
graphic environment

Below deck unit
Height
Widht
Diameter
Weight

Antenna specifications
7.78” (230 mm)
9.84” (250 mm)
2.17” (55 mm)
2.98 lb (1.35 kg)

Height
Diameter
Weight

9.06” (230 mm)
22.44” (570 mm)
24.25 lb (11 kg)

Data
Up to 134 kbps two-way with the
Iridium broadband service.

Accessories
We have designed these accessories to assist with on-board
communications.

»» Prepaid card

»» Buzzer
»» Siren
»» Loudspeaker
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